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This change scared everyone in the box.
Lin Ziming frowned and looked at the scene in front of him. He was just
coming to have a meal with his friends tonight, unexpectedly encountering
such a thing.
He could tell at a glance that this group was all bad guys and wanted to be
violent to Han Ruxin, and Han Ruxin’s face was flushed, it was obvious that
he was drinking too much.
Although he saw Han Ruxin not pleasing to his eyes, Han Ruxin was his old
classmate anyway, and he still had to help when encountering this kind of
thing.
Han Ruxin took advantage of the two big men to let go of her, rushed to Lin
Ziming and threw herself into Lin Ziming’s arms. She was a panicked little
girl, crying, “Ziming save me, they must be strong.” Rape me, oooooo…”
Lin Ziming was embarrassed to be held by her like this. Han Ruxin was also
a beautiful woman, and her figure was not bad. It was really inelegant to hug
him tightly like this.
He tried to push Han Ruxin away, but Han Ruxin hugged him too tightly
and was panicked. He cried when he moved. He sighed inwardly, and he
couldn’t push away anymore.
“What happened?” Lin Ziming asked.
Han Ruxin was in a panic, her mind was in a mess. Where did she make it
clear, Lin Ziming didn’t bother to ask again when she saw her like this. In
fact, he probably guessed it too. It must be that Han Ruxin has lost her
career during this period and was caught by this group. People fell into
trouble.
He didn’t expect him to be so coincidental that he would meet him.
“Who are you, dare to be nosy?!”
Immediately someone pointed to Lin Ziming’s nose and cursed.
“What do you do with him so much, everything, kill him!”
“Dare to beat President Chen like this, he has to die!”
A group of people rushed towards Lin Ziming, they all drank, all of them
were brave.
Upon seeing this scene, Han Ruxin immediately screamed with fear, and
threw herself into Lin Ziming’s chest, not daring to look.
Lin Ziming didn’t even blink his eyes. How could he put these ants in his
eyes? He stood still, and he didn’t move. After three or two, he beat these
guys to the ground.
The remaining Chen Liqiang who had just gotten up from the ground, saw
this scene, his whole body was frightened, shaking constantly, pointing at
Lin Ziming, his face was pale: “You, you, you…who are you? !”
“Lin Ziming.”
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Hearing this name, Chen Liqiang trembled, his eyes filled with extreme fear,
and he knelt in front of Lin Ziming with a thump, desperately begging for
mercy and apologize, “Lin Linlin, Lin Dong, I don’t know Taishan, I don’t
know Han Ruxin. It’s your woman, me, damn…I damn!”
Chen Liqiang had heard of Lin Ziming’s name, and now he was shocked in
an instant, unprecedented fear, where is there any idea of   revenge,
while begging for mercy, while clapping his mouth, slapped, for fear that
Lin Ziming would get angry and give him Went out.
He has heard the legend of Lin Ziming more than once. In fact, he has tried
to indulge in Lin Ziming’s thigh countless times, but he has always had no
chance, like his level, in Lin Ziming’s big guys. In the eyes, it is a small
person.
But he never thought that this was the case when he met Lin Ziming for the
first time. In an instant, he had all the thoughts of death!
And Han Ruxin came back to her senses, put her face out of Lin Ziming’s
chest, and saw the crowds of people in the box and Chen Liqiang’s
frightened look, she was once again deeply shocked.
Lin Ziming, really powerful, is the most powerful man she has ever seen,
there is no one!
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